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TO ACHIEVE A MORE DEMOCRATIC AND PROSPEROUS AMERICA

Sidney P. Osborn
People's Governor
A Portrait
People's Governor
(Editor's Note: This is our third
portrait.... Governor Osborn ...
fighting a crippling muscular atropy. is in the forefront of the
news. The daily press has been
having a field day hinting that
he should resign. At this time we
have chosen to focus our camera
on
bringing
out surround
all the lights
andhim,
shadows
which
the
chief executive. We feel the govnor's record and powers speak
his case fully.)
It can be said of Osburn that
even his bitterest enemies respect
him, and it is' indicative of his
'personal thrust on the events of
his time that bitter detractors
have arrayed themselves against
him. A native son, SPO's parents
were among the earliest pioneers
of Arizona. Himself a member of
the state's constitutional convention, and the first Secretary of
State, Governor's political roots
are deep and his insight into human affairs is keen.
"SAMSON'S
LOCKS"
His political Samson's locks
has been a knowledge of Arizona's
political Who's Who which is the
envy of every state politician.
Basically a simple man, the governor has a warm, human personality which disarms his critics, a
man whose personal philosophy
is based on hard work and integrity.
.
' b eh aVlOr
' as a publ'IC 0 ff'lcer
H is
has been so scrupulous that even
the Arizona News, Phoenix antiOsburn weekly, "runs in place"
in its personal attacks on him.
LmERALISM
More than a man of good will
or political opportunist, S.P.O haS
always been a practicing liberal
in life, and in politics. He might
be described as an "instinctive
liberal."No scholar or intellectual,
his political position is not carefully thought out: never a student
of any "system" of politics, he
has played the game by ear, facing issues as they arose.
Like a seismograph he has reacted quickly and accurately to
the felt pressures of the time,
and even the far-off rumblings of
prospective nee d s h ave not escaped his notice. ':this sensiti~e
sixth-sense has been at once hiS
strength, and weakness, as a
chief executive, Missing none of
the tremors he has trimed his
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THE AMERICAN VETERANS COMMITTEE MEETS
THE SEC~D AND· THE
FOURTH TUESDAY OF
'EACH MONTH. AT 'l'HE
Y. M. C. A., 125 WEST
CONGRESS AT 8:00 P. M.
THE NEXT MEETING
WILL BE MAY 13. ALL
VETERANS INVITED.
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The L.abor Unions Advance
In Spite Of Gov'tOpposition
Although the national spotlight has continued to focus on
John L.Lewis, two other contemporary developments in labor
union affairs are perhaps of greater long range significance
than the Supreme Court's handling of the miners.

These are

the Supreme Court ruling upholding unions of foreman, and
the development of teachers' unions.
~==============:;:::=========-The significance of the union. Parti"Cl"patl"On m"
Sports
ization of foremen and superviN
sory employees lies in the fact
'To End Discrimination ofegroes
that such emplOyes have always
been invaluable tools in mainThe problem of Negro participation in sport is so much a taining liaison between managef
"t
bl
th t 't
part of the mainstream 0 mmon y-group pro ems
a 1 ment and the workers, and in the
can be safely isolated only for pur.poses of discussion. Those past mangement has been able to
who have worked closely on the "problem" realize that it is depend upon the loyalty of such
really more a "white problem" than a Negro one. Indeed, employees to aid in defending the
h
..
f hIt'
they are made aware t at It IS part 0 t e arger ques lOn, as plant during strikes, to operate as
one of our modern writers has skelteon crews during shutdowns,
sails occasionally when the hour put it, "Of whether the white peo- and to uphold the management
called for: statemanly action. pIes, themselves a minority group viewpoint in 'round-tne-shop and
Though at other times,as last fall in the world, will join humanity 'round-the-bar discussions.
when he opposed the Right to in time."
Now:where foremen are unionWork Bill, he has ignored plain
Progress in race relations, in- ized,
the officers of the firm will
readings and courageously spoken volving as it does a changing of be left alone when trouble strikes.
his convictions, knowing his pol- human habits, attitudes, and The foremen will .be subject to
itical stock would thereby drop. ideas, moves in a slow cadence. union strike calls just as other
Osburn defeated "Bob Jones Its tempo 1<; quickened only as card holders are subject to strike
in 1940, and enjoyed his wjdest men are made wiser by their ex- calls, and individual foremen will
influence during his first two perience and find new common argue the case of the worker~
terms of office. The 16th.legis- ground on which to march.
The significance of the union
latu:ce at his urging enacted his
The "Inferior Races"
of teachers is that teachers
legislation approving the Santa
The equality of opportunity and ization
will be in a position to demonFe Compact and placing Arizona access which we deny the "in- strate
to young citizens of the fuin a position to acquire its share ferior races" in our employment turethat fi!ollective action through
of Colorado River water. He practices, our social organizations,
union. organization can be neces
has prosecuted Arizona's water- and our customs with respect 'to sary, respectable, and desirable.
claims with vigor and foresight. places public and private, the men No classroom assignment, no curHand in hand with the water pro- of sport have granted them in rent affairs topic clipped from a
gram-his greatest accomplish- some measure on the playing daily newspaper could be half so
ment-has been an unceasing ef- courts and fields. Where else in effective in impressing a teenfort on his part to get cheap pow- Tucson will you find a dark-skin- age boy or girl with, the fact that
er. The Arizona POW~l' Authority, ned person arbitrating the af- the r e is something extremely
created at his request, represents fairs of his white fellows than be- questionable about the w/iy the
the consumers against those in- hind the plate at Randolph Park? national income is distributed
terests who would monopolize The proud boast of our legal sys- than to see his teacher walking a
power generated at government tem, . "equality under law," is picket line for higher wages.
dams, His insistence on a power more nearly fulfilled under the
To what~xtent the unioniza
rate survey which would have impartial administration of the tion of teachers will influence
saved consumers millions of dol- impartial rules of sporting con- classroom practices is debatble
lars yearly has been blocked by tests than in 'our courtrooms. The Surely there is no cause for alarm
the same interests, and the shared experience which athletic that demorratic principles will be
Wright-Brooks bloc' of the the competition provides is one of the undermined or that teachers will
Corporation Commission. For best feeder~roads onto the broader lose their traditionally conserva
eight years Osborn has asked the avenues of human fellowship and tive approach to current prob
legislature for tax reform laws understanding. Direct experience lems: On the contrary, if the
whichmore
would
distribute
thepleas
tax has no peer as an e d ucat or.
unions are successful in aiding
load
fairly,
but his
Robeson and Robinson
the teach~rs to obtain the wage to
have gone unheard. This is his
It is no feather in the cap of which they believe themselves en
and the legislature's major fail- our society that we allow the titled, the result should be a
ure.
<Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 2
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DUCK SOUP

from Times Snuare." Morgan'sair...
ed comment: "Sure, if that's
h
' t ..
f
d
were you re s artmg rom an
OFFICERS OF AVC IN TUCSON:
you have a motorcycle with a
Chairman................................................................................George D. Welch
triple overdrive."
Morgan used to tell listeners
Vice-Chairman..... ' ................................... _................................. George Miller
Secretary............................................... ,............... ~ ......................Frank Stanlis
that they didn't HAVE to listen
Recording Secretary............" ......................................... :....Walter Peterson
to him-they could tune ~ L()well
Treasurer....................................................................................Stewart Udall
Thomas on another station. He
THE RUPTURED DUCK
h b'
.
got t e rIght Idea of bringing
Managing Editor: ............................................................George E. Abend
a radio into the broadcasting
Adv. Manager..............:.......................................... :: .............Frank Stanlis
booth and putting Thomas on the
Editorial Board:
. "'Tucson hasn't the worst fire air on tlie Here's Morgan show
William J. Fisher, Edwin C. Kepler, Malcolm B. Parsons, Morris department in the world, I know but FCC rules headed that one
Udall, Stewart Udall.
"of one other!' Stevens said in off.
~ ..... ,
opening his address. . . .
Another typical Morgan treat"'When insurance companies ment was his delivery of the Adare suffering great losses in a lerElevator shoe ads (The shoes
town they send for me,' he de- that "make you two inches taller
clared, and added, 'I was sent the" instant you put them on"):
for. The insurance executives" are "That claim is correct," said Mornot happy about the losses they gan one evening, "You CAN be
are paying in Tucson.
two inches taller-if you can
We favor economic aid to Greece as a war-ravaged coun- "'I think your fire chief, John stand up in them. Yeah, and your
try that desperately needs such aid. We also realize that C. Sievert, can make a good fire trousers-do they stretch, too?
the democratic way of life is in competition with Communism department, if the people really What about that, ·Adler?"
in many countries and that the United States must actively want it ,and there need be but We understand that even in his
'b t t th
wth f . ·ll·b· rt'
d
. d
a few fires in Tucson,' he said, first days of broadcastm'g, Morcontr1 U e 0 e gro
0 CIVIle les an genume emo- 'and someday you will have a gan was turning radio conventions
cracy. However, the present Greek governm--ent cannot by fire down here that when the inside out. He once locked him"any standard be described as democratic. Economic assist- firemen get through with it you self into a station's control room
ance should be extended to Greece only on the assurance that will ~~ve little left besides the and for a solid half hour played
ashes.
sound effects over the" air while
t h e present regime wi11 b e made more representative so as to Certainly a simple solution, we .the station manager tore his hair.
insure the most efficient use for the benefit of the Greek peo- must say. . . .
And he auctioned off the· Mutual
pIe of our a i d .
Broadcasting System one night,
We oppose the shipment of American arms or military per- The Junior Chamber of Com- selling the executive personnel
sonnel to Greece. We cannot stop the spread of Communism merce (U. S.) recently chose the to listeners, man by man.
'd 1
b b 1st .
t··
10 outstanding young men of the
Morgan's humor is by no means
I eo ogy y 0 ermg a corrupt reac lonary regIme, nor can year. Three were AVC members: pure madness. His satire· is sharp
we stop the Red Armies by giving $125,000,000 worth of Amer- Cartoonist Bill Mauldin; AVC Na- and realistic, and generaly timeican arms to Greece. We believe that the threat of Commun- tional Chairman, Charles G. Bol- ly. He shatters to bits the'clay
ism can only be defeated by a removal of those conditions of te; and Arthur Schlesinger. . . . idols at which·· he shoots. Now
'ch
k C
.
bl
I h'
the star of his own half-hour net
poverty w.h I ma e ommurusm possi e. ntis respect, We of the DUCK staff wish to work show (sponsored by Everwe also oppose the use- of American arms and dollars to serve notice on the 1lIIliversity sharp, 9:30 p. m., Wednesday,
strengthen the Turkish Government and Army.
.
faculty member who insists on KOPO) , he recently devoted
We further advocate that no decision be taken in this matter perverting ouI" masthead-title in- twenty minutes to delicious lamuntil the Security Council has completed it.s investigation and to "The Busted Gut" that we may: pooning of landlords. ("The rents
consider taking legal steps against the poor devils get went up 10
full public hearings have been held by the Congress.
him. We would, however, wel- per cent in 1940, 20 percent in
Finally, we recognize that the weakness of the- United Na- come CONSTRUCTIVE sugges- 1941, and 15 per cent in 1942. But
tions as it is presently constituted forces the great powers to tions of a new name for our paper since 1942 they haven't gone up
coinpete for arms and allies throughout the world in their from those hypersensitive read- a single per cent!") Nor does he
ers who have been offended by seem to run the risk of being too
search for security. Only by strengthening the authority and the present title. . . .
i trite or snide for a great humorpolice power of the United Nations, can international security
. ist ("What this country needs is
.be assured. Only then will the small nations cease to be We've had a number of requests a good five-cent psychiatrist!").
pawns in any power struggle Qetween the U. S. and the for additional information about· Morgan could claim immortalHenry Morgan, the great" radio ity merely on the basis of his
U.S.S.R.
comic mentioned in the last serv- opening remark to his network
This resolution, introduced by Cord Meyer, Jr., was passed unanimously by ·ing of DUCK SOUP. We first show about a month ago: "The
the National :rlanning Committee.
.
encountered Morgan a half dozen following program was written
people, but rather because they years ago when he was running under" the influence of money·"
have been faced with a problem a nightly fifteen-minute show call'
which unions are solvnig better ed "Here's I9rorgan," probably the
Sign on a Scottish golf course:
(Continued from pag~ 1)
than any other agency available. most uninhibited affair radio
MEMBERS WILL KINDLY
strengthening of faith on the part
Currently it is popular to say has ever experienced. Morgan's REFRAIN FROM PICKING UP
of the teachers in the ability of the unions have "gone too far," whacky jokes were then punctu- LOST BALLS UNTIL THEY
this country to cope with its prob- that they should be "curbed/'and ated with fragments of weird HAVE STOPPED ROLLING,
lems without resorting to violence that they should "clean house." recordings--of Swiss yodeling or
0 .'.
and to dictators.
And currently the forces which Chinese drum solos, and with
And, it should be lOoted; to the have always fought unions are commercials done a la Morgan·; VETERANS UNEMPLOYED
extent schools employ the scien- engaged in an all-out effort to Morgan had an Oh Henry candy
In Tucson veterans constitute
tific method and train students to break unioniSm before the next ad to read on his programs: "Yes, two-thirds of all. registered urithink objectively in terms of facts depression changes the temper of Oh Henry is a meal in itself." One
and statistics rather than subjec- the people from conservatism to night, he added, "Yeah, but you' employed! (Males)
eat three meals of Oh Henry and:
qf every 3 unemployed men
tively in terms of faiths, preju- reformism.
, regIstered for work 2 are veterans.
dices and feelihgs, the viewpoint
But it is interesting to note that your teeth'll fall out."
of the individual teacher loses today, with this vicious anti-union
Of course, sponsors could have Total Veterans Active Mar. Feb. Jan.
sifinifiem em cm m cm cm m vvc campaign at its peak, unions have been forewarned by Morgan's
significance. Teachers have joined won two highly-important vic- earlier announcement one night A:&f~~~f~~o:~f 'O·tsabiedl284 1456 1589
and formed unions not necessarily tories: the right .to unionize fore- from Frank Daly's Meadowbrook Veterans ........................... 280 305 300
because of idealistic sympathy men,and the successful develop- night club. The ad boasted that Total Veteran Contacts
the place was "only 45 minutes with Office ....................5173 4574 5332
with unionism or with laboring ment of unions for teachers.
Published -twice each month by the American 'Veterans Coiiunittee, 125 West
Congress, Tucson, Arizona. The organization is made up of men and women
veterans of the Second World War, irrespective of race, color, or creed, who
are pledged to work as ci~Ems first and veternas second to help achieve a more
democratic and prosperous American and a more stable world.

URGE NO ARMS FOR GREECE;
NO U .. S. LOAN FOR TURKEY

Labor

We've heard considerable dis.
1t 1
b t th
CUSSIon a e y a ou
e complexities of the communitiy's fire
'ficatI'on
came
at
problem, but clarI
last in a Tucson newspaper. We
quote the first few paragraphs
of a recent front-page report:
"The tragedy and costliness of
fires were graphically told Friday
by Jay W. Stevens, assistant manager of the National Board of
Fire Underwriters of San Francisco.
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Governor Osborn
(Continued ·from Pagel)
With a few notable exceptions,
the governor's use of his appointive powers (Eden, McFate, Garvey, Williams, Bimson) has been
most judicious. Likewise, by his
excellent appointments (Morgan,
Scoville, Walsh, deConcini, Lyons) he has singlehandedly sold
the people on the wisdom of having their judicial officers appointed-the practice of most states.
If Governor Osborn has seemingly grown tired in the harness,
apd has lost influence with the
legislature in recent years, he has
yet remained a factor to be reckoned with in the governmental
equation. Legislators wisely have
tabled pressure group bills which
could not have been passed over
Osborn's sure veto; and he has
fearlessly used the veto to block
undesirable legislation, always
stating his reasons with convincing clarity. Perhaps Osborn's decline in prestige with the legislative . body can be attributed to
the self-restraint of his strategy
of "never going to bed with the
legislature" .
Master of the "necessary comproimse," S.P.O. has nevertheless
accomplished much as chief excutive. If at times he has compromised too much, or placed politics before policies, during his
years as· governor he has thrown
most of his weight on the peoples'
side. Many students of Arizona
politics rank him above the late
George W. P. Hunt as the most
effective people's governor.
"Blind Spots"
The picture would be incomplete without noting SPO's blind
spots. His illiberal personal views
on racial questions, a strange aberration in otherwise consistently
democratic makeup, has caused.
him to remain seated on issues
when a larger man would have
stood and spoken out. And his
unconcern for the University, and
for higher education in general,
has been painfully apparent.
S.P.O. and"FDR
Osborn was a Franklin Roose~
velt supporter prior to 1932, and

VARSITY INN
940 East Third
On the University Square

Serving
Fresh Frozen Vegetables
on all Dinners

--¥-Complete
Meals from
SOc to $1.15

--¥-Open toll p.m.
Delivery Service

was floor leader of the Arizona
delegation which helped nominate· him. His own personal life
and career have many Rooseveltian parallels and overtones·
In a measure his personality has
the same warm expansiveness
which won friends for FDR. Like
the late president, his capacity
for work is enormous and he refuses to delegate any duties he
can personally discharge. His
deafness ·to suggestions from advisors is also RooseveltialIl. FDRlike he is unshakeably loyal to
his friends-and to his "deals".
(Ray Gilbert, his appointee to the
Industrial Commission, has been
his Jesse Jones!) He has occupied
such a wide area and allowed
subordinates so little authority
that, like FDR, he has unthinkingly prevented himself from
grooming a successor of his own
stature. And it is this lack of an
heir apparent which alarms those
who wish to see the Osborn traditions continue their sway over
the executive department after
he has left the scene.

EL REY
Cocktail Lounge
125N. Stone
Your Hosts ...
LIPPOW and LAUGHLIN

A.s AVe Grows • ••

YOU GAIN STRENGTH
As Ave grow;;, you gain strength. As more veterans join, its
voice gets stronger, so tell your veteran-friends about YOUR organization; tell them why it's the fastest growing, most energetic
veterans organization today. And it's only for them-veterans of
World War II. You can sign the first one up with the coupon below.

. .:::n··.

~·a··n····v···e··t·e··r··ans·······C···o··mm···
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Date....................................

Box 4331, Tucson, Arizona
I hereby subscribe to the Preamble to the Constitution of the American Veterans Committee and apply for active membership in the
American Veterans Committee.

My

Rentals'" Stationery'" Cards
Open Thur. Eve. '.till 9:00
Phone 5434

1028 N. Park Ave.

Tucson, Arizona

(Signed) ..............................:...............:..................................... ~...................

········cITy·····················zoNFi·····················STATE·····················PHom;·NUMBEii········
If still in service, please give rank and present mailing address:

I enclose my annual ~embership dues, $1.00 of which is for a year's
subscription to "The A VC Bulletin."

o

$5.00 annual dues for Veterans
and Service Personnel.

I wish to make a contribution to the
American Veterans Committee, Inc.,
in the amount of $ ............ ~....................

................................................._.........................................................._...........
NO,W!! -- 4-DAY SERVICE

Varsity Cleaners and Laundry
University Square

We Call and Deliver

Phone 142

THE CHICAGO STORE
BUY, SELL - WATCHES - JEWELRY
RADIOS - GUNS - ETC.
EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING ~ MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
105 W. Congress St. - Phone 5855

MASTER GRANDE WASHER
FINISH AND DESIGN. Stainless Steel polished tub and
dome. Smartly styled. Compact design affords big washer efficiency with small machine convenience and economy. Store
in any space 16x16 inches.
WASHING ACTION. Tub can be used for boiling. Then place
head on tub. Thus clothes can be washed and sterilized at the
same time. Three fin, cast aluminum agitator provides OVERHEAD agitation, the most efficient and gentle washing action
possible. Thoroughly flushes each piece of clothes. No tangleno tearing. Clothes wash cleaner-wear longer.
ELECTRIC MOTOR. Heavy-duty, air-cooled Vidrio motor,
constructed of the finest quality materials and approved by the
UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES,INC. Extra power longer life. Uses very little current. Heavy-duty rubber-covered approved cord and plug. OPERATES ON 110-120 VOLTS,
60 CYCLES, A. C. Can also be had for 50 cycle A. C.
~ERFECT FOR A SORORITY OR FRATERNITY
BEST THING FOR. WASHING BABY CLOTHES

ARIZONA MAINTENANCE CO.
TUCSON, ARIZONA
1920 Oracle Road

I _

date of honorable discharge was................................................................194........

I

Blair's Bookshop
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Negroes In Sport
(Continued from 1
Buddy Youngs, the Robesons, and
the Jackie Robinsons to achieve
on the level of college sport. Human respect for sheer excellence
will always stifle even intense
personal bias. But real democracy
will be close at hand only when
the Negro performer of mediocre
talents can take his place without fanfare on the bench with the
second-string.
Tucson High School
The experience of Tucson Senior High School is an instructive
lesson in human relations. Among
other things, it gives the lie once
and for all to those persons in Arizona _who argue that mixed
schooling is impractical or unwise. With a minimum of friction Tucson's unsegregated school
has vastly increased tolerance and
understanding. A graduate from
this school who views his fellows
narrow-mindedly is the exception.
But Arizona's school laws are on
the side of segregation and discrimination, and this experiment is,
in part at least, a by-product of
economy. (Under Arizona law
when over 25 Negro pupils are
enrolled in a given school a majority of the school district electors may vote segregation if
"equal facilities" are provided.)
At The U. of A.
The situation at the U. of A
cannot be adequately described
by broad generalizations, or in
terms of personalities. The athletic officials are fair-minded, if
somewhat lukewarm, toward unrestricted participation. However, though the school has never
had a policy of discrimination, no
Negroes, except for a couple of
numeralmen, have lettered in
sports. The policy itself seems
to have some inconsistencies.
Fred Batiste, ~ormer all-state football captain, and other Negro grid
aspirants were advised by the
football coach last fall that the
Board of Regents would disapPJ"ove Negro participation in football. Since the s9-me Board governs both State Colleges-schools
which have both used Negro athletes-this indirect "policy" gives
off some weird overtones. In any
event, it is obvious that a passive
policy, despite the best intentions,
has the effect of a negative policy.
Negro performers will get a fair
break only at those schools where
their participation is actively invited (as at ASTC of Tempe) and
their rights are aggressively protected.
/phone 288

NII(-A-BOB
BREAKFAST-LUNCHEONS
DINNERS - LATE SNACKS

1030-1032 N. P ARK AVE.
TUCSON, ARIZ.
Open Saturday to 3 a.m.
Other Nights until 2 a.m.

Jim Crow Barries

At bottom there are practical
difficulties-the Jim Crow practices of hotels, restaurants, and
public carriers-which deter most
athletic officials throughout the
country from using all but the
exceptional Negro performers.
The inability to play Negroes
against Texas conference schools
in Texas-played games further
complicates the situation at U. of
A.
However, such inconveniences
do not discourage those men who
are convinced that equality is
more than a word - men who
point the way to one solution.
For example, the Pioneer Hotel
is proud of its Jim Crow regulation. But it took Buddy Young,
when Illinois officials said "Take
all of us, or we'll stay elsewhere."
And AU found accommodations
for the San Diego State basketball team when State delivered
the ultimatum, "Either find a
place we can stay together, or we
can't come."
.
These are more than chance
concessions. Barriers of prejudice
temporarily lowered for sport
may be easier laid aside altogether when education has done its
work.
Joe Louis
Over the last decade a Negro,
Joe Louis, has become a symbol
of decency and fair play in sport·
It is a national cliche that Louis
is "a credit to his race." One
sportswriter, impatient with such
hypocrisy, wrote not so long ago,
"Yes, Joe Louis IS a credit to his
249 S. Park

Phone 2488

Cascade Laundry
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race .. , and of course I mean the
human race!" .
How far off is the time when all
scho.ols will actively champion, as
a democratic measure, pan-racial
participation in athletics, and will
allow Negro athletes to contribute
their bit to sport and bring credit
to the race? It is by such gestures in the direction of democracy in action that a succession
of waves finally will eat away the
dykes of prejudice.
ED. NOTE: As the only national veteran's organization believing in an unsegregated membership, the AVC stands foresquare behind any steps which
lead in the direction of racial
equality and understanding.

Next Meeting of A. V. C.
May 13 at

Y. M. C. A.

2-day Guaranteed Watch Repair

GU PTON - JEWELER
10 28 E. 6th St.
Watches - Clocks - Diamonds
Costume Jewelry
at a 25% Discount

~

Veterans Need Jobs
You .Can Help
1. Urge employers to assure
themselves skilled personnel by training veterans
under the On - the - Job
Training provisions of the
G.!. Bill!
2. U r g e employers to list
their job vacancies with
the Arizona State Employment Service in Tucson,
southern Arizona's greatest pool of job seeking veterans

Sc~~~:~ c~!~or I
(Around Corner from Plaza Theater)

FINEST OF BEVERAGES

Phone 7135
Open Evenings
Special Attention to Club Parties

4-DAY SERVICE

&

We Specialize In
Cleaning Ladies' Clothes
Phone 5551
TUCSON, ARIZ.
Tommy L. Scott, Prop.

DANCE
ORCHESTRAS

,**---1<)<--.'"

For Better Entertainment
Call:
PETE NEWLAND

*

Tucson's Newest Modern
Laundry
"Specializing in
Family Bundles"

Phone 2389

i<

•

TOMMY BENTON

Veteran owned and operated

FOOD EMPORIUM
(Cla6' 10 Quon6el ..JJul6)

*
*

Phone 927

i<JANE
MARY
Phone 0332-Rl

*
*

i< LOKEY
CLAYTIE
Phone 7182-R

*-i<

•

MIKE LACY

Staple and Fancy Groceries
Fresh Meats, Fruits, and Vegetables
Beer - Wine -liquor
PHONE 5089

Drive-In
Cleaners
9th St.
Park Ave.

1743 N. CAMPBELL
Tucson. Arizona

CHICKEN CASTLE

View the Saints from O,!!-r Parking Space
645 W. Congress
SPECIALIZING IN MEXICAN FOOD, STEAKS,
AND FRIED CmCKEN
Phone 8105

Phone 3542-S

*

i<

*

MUSIC for ALL OCCASIONS
~AVE

LABOR'S RIGHTS IN
ARIZONA
Sign Petition referring to
Referendum
SENATE BILL 65
Providing enforcement of
"Right to Starve Bill"
(Petitions available at Labor
Temple South Stone.

